III. NOTES ON AIR RECONNAISSANCE IN
NORTHUMBERLAND AND DURHAM
1. TYNE TO WANSBECK, NORTHUMBERLAND

N. McCord and G. Jobey
Recent reports on early settlement sites in the county of
Northumberland have included suggestions that our present
distribution patterns may present a bias in favour of the
uplands,1 because in these areas subsequent damage to sites
has been on a much smaller scale than in the coastal plain
or the river valleys, where land utilisation has been more
intensive in modern times. Such doubts have been rein
forced by new discoveries from the air in the lowland areas
concerned, and especially in south east Northumberland.
These air photographs have been taken for the most part by
the first-named contributor on behalf of the University of
Newcastle upon Tyne, and by Dr. J. K. St. Joseph for the
Cambridge University Committee for Aerial Photography,
to whom we are indebted for the use of prints of specified
sites. The purpose of these and subsequent notes is to give
wider currency to the results so far achieved in certain low
land areas. Clearly this can be no more than a preliminary
stage in redressing any ill-balance in our patterns of early
settlements, for much more aerial survey remains to be done
and, in any event, excavation and further study will be neces
sary before the new sites discovered from the air can be fitted
properly into their context. This process is likely to be pro
longed and it therefore seems worthwhile to put forward
1 e.g. A .A .\ XXXVIII (1960), 1-38; XLIII (1965), 21-63.
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these preliminary notes now, particularly as industrial and
urban development already threatens in some instances.
The sites discussed here, and listed in the appendix, all
fall between the Rivers Tyne and Wansbeck, mainly to the
east of the Roman road known as the Devil’s Causeway
(O.S. 1" sheet 78), and in the majority of cases are known
only from crop marks.
Discussion
A notable feature of the list, as it now stands, is the high
proportion of rectangular shaped enclosures. Those run
ning from Longbenton in the south, through Cramlington
and Plessey, to Morpeth in the north, doubtless belong to
the series of “ camps ” noted by Hodgson as earthworks still
visible on the ground in the early nineteenth century.2
Apart from their rectangular form the majority of these
enclosures, as they appear on the photographs, have no other
specific features distinctive of Roman military works. Those
having only one ditch and an east facing entrance (Appendix
Nos. 1-26) compare in shape, size, and generally non-defen
sive situation, with the known Romano-British native settle
ments in the region of the Devil’s Causeway and further to
the west in North Tynedale and Redesdale. In some in
stances the patches which show on either side of the entrance
(e.g. No. 26, plate IX, 2) could be indicative of the hollowed
yards which appear as visible depressions on extant settle
ments of this order.3
Excavations made within recent years on the rectangular
enclosure at Marden, Tynemouth,4 and finds from an extant
rectangular earthwork at Stannington5 demonstrated the pos
sibility of the extension of such settlements into the undulat
ing arable land east of the Devil’s Causeway and so onto the
2 Northumberland, II, ii, 306. v. also A .A .\ XLI (1963), 34.
3 A .A .4, XXXVIII (1960), 1-38.
i A .A .\ XLI (1963), 19-35.
5 Ibid., p. 32.

coastal plain. It has also been noted that amongst the estab
lished Romano-British, stone-built settlements of rectilinear
form there exists a marked correlation between ditched sites
and areas of boulder clay or poorer drainage.6 It could be
anticipated, therefore, that any extension of such settlements
from the uplands onto the heavier soils of the south-east
would be accompanied by an increasing proportion of single
ditched sites. Although it is unlikely that all the newly
recorded, single ditched, rectilinear.enclosures will eventually
prove to have a similar origin,7 it is reasonable to expect that
some at least will fall into this pattern of native settlement in
the Roman period. The one remaining gap in the present
distribution of sites within this category, around Stamfordham and Ponteland, could well prove illusory and yield to
further aerial, photography, since therein lies a group of at
least a dozen “ Chester” place-names of some antiquity.8
Some of the newly discovered enclosures with two ditches
raise problems concerning the former attribution of specified
sites to Roman military dispositions. Efforts to locate per
manent Roman military posts along the line of the Devil’s
Causeway are long standing. As long ago as 1925, at the
suggestion of O. G. S. Crawford, the then North of England
Excavation Committee directed its attention to this problem
and excavated a small, single ditched, rectangular earthwork
at Ferney Chesters,0close by the Devil’s Causeway in the area
now under consideration. The evidence from this site, such
as was revealed, was not conclusive as to context, but its
nature would probably be more in keeping with a native
settlement than a military post.10 However, in 1951, the
double ditched Hartburn “ fortlet ” was noted by Dr. St.
Joseph11 (plate VI, 1; Appendix No. 27), situated above and to
6 C.B.A. Research Report No. 7. Rural Settlement in Roman Britain (1966),
p. 6.
^ e.g. A .A .\ XXXIX (1961), 87-102.
tp .S .A .N * , XI (1948), 140.
9 N.E.E.C. Report, 1924-5, 8 ff.
10 /4./4.4, XXXVIII (1960), 1-38.
“ J.R.S., XLI (1951), 56.

the west of the crossing of the Devil’s Causeway over the Hart
Burn. The rectangular area within the inner ditch would
seem to be slightly larger than, for example, that of the
Roman fortlet at Apperley Dene12 on Dere Street in County
Durham, and the outer ditch does not follow precisely the
form of the inner; even so, the general plan compares with
this site and some other Roman fortlets such as Barrock
Fell13 in Cumberland. Periodic surveillance from the air
and on the ground has so far failed to indicate the presence
of internal structures or produce corroborative evidence as to
its context, and excavation has not been possible. A second
“ fortlet ” of similar form was also observed by Dr. St. Joseph
at Mitford Steads,14 six miles to the east of Hartbum (plate
VI, 2, Appendix No. 28). This site was well removed from
known Roman roads and, though the possibility of a route
from the river crossing at Newcastle has been advanced,15
efforts to trace a Roman road in the area have so far proved
unsuccessful. A road observed by Hodgson16 in the early
nineteenth century at Benbridge, to the north of Mitford and
the River Wansbeck, was probably the medieval way from
Morpeth to Rothbury.17 The problem is now further com
plicated by the discovery of a site of somewhat similar form
at Ogle (plate VII, 1, Appendix No. 32), some six miles to
the south-east of Hartburn and five miles to the south-west of
Mitford Steads, at a point that can hardly be appropriate to
a Roman route, either known or postulated. Clearly exca
vation will be necessary to resolve function and context of
the “ fortlets ” at Hartburn and Mitford Steads.
Superficially there are two further sites which resemble
the foregoing in form; one Mitford Stead South (plate VII, 2,
Appendix No. 29), situated approximately half a mile to the
south of Mitford Steads, the other Burradon 1 (plate VIII, 1;
12A . A *. XX X (1952), 223-238.
“ C & W T ra n s2, XX XI (1931), 111-118.
J .R .S ., X L I (1951), 56.
13 v. A .A A , XLI (1963), 35.

16 Northumberland II, ii, 80.
17 v. e.g. Warburton’s Map (1716).

Appendix No. 33) in the mining area of the south east. In
both instances, however, the perimeters are more strictly
rectangular in form with fairly sharp corners and the interior
enclosure occupies less space in proportion to the overall
area of the site. Burradon 1 is almost certainly a homestead,
since the inner enclosure contains clear indications of a large,
circular, timber-built house, aligned on the east facing
entrance through both perimeters. Within the limitations
imposed by the air photograph the diameter of the house
would seem to be comparable with that of the timber-built
houses of the pre-Roman Iron Age homesteads of the area.18
Mitford Steads South probably constitutes a parallel, though
the centrally placed house is less certain on the air photo
graphs so far available. A possible implication of the wide
interval between the two perimeters on these sites could be
that of serving a domestic function and, unless more than
one phase or period of construction is present at Mitford
Steads South, there would seem to be traces of additional
enclosures within this space on the south side. Such a form
is difficult to parallel on stone-built Romano-British home
steads and settlements in the Tyne-Forth province, but fairly
widely spaced perimeters are known on a number of Early
Iron Age palisaded sites and more substantially enclosed
bivallate settlements.19 Admittedly the majority of these are
curvilinear in form and essentially scarp or contour sites in
the uplands. Even so, the rectangular shape at Mitford and
Burradon need not debar the possibility of a pre-Roman
context in different topographical conditions and, locally, the
rectangular form of both the palisaded and ditched phases
of the Iron Age homestead situated on the ridge at West
Brandon,20 Co. Durham, can be cited in support. More
recently, air photography has also revealed what would seem
18 e g Brandon, D urham , A .A .4, XL (1962), 1-34. Alnham, N orthum ber
land. A .A .4, XLIV (1966). 5 ff.
19 Iron Age in N orth Britain (1966), p. 96; R.C.A..M. Peebleshire, vol; I, 23.

For recent note on some strictly rectangular double enclosures in the south
of England v. Antiquity XLI (1967), 312.
20 op. cit..'and Cambridge University Air Photograph DSj O,

to be a palisaded enclosure of rectangular form at West Farm,
Seghill (Appendix No. 40), although here no internal features
are showing at the moment and there is always the chance of
confusion with palisaded sites of periods other than the Early
Iron Age.21
Whatever the true nature and context of these sites may
eventually prove to be, it is evident that at present insufficient
is known about the variety in form and use of building
material that may be dictated by the differences in environ
ment which exist between the uplands of the north and west
and the lowlands of the south and east of the county. It is
conceivable for example that the rectangular shaped multivallate sites with close set ditches, as at Hazlerigg and Cramlington New Town (Appendix Nos. 35 and 37), could be a
lowland equivalent of the curvilinear defended Iron Age
settlements of the uplands.22 Should a number of such
rectangular sites in the south-east of the .county prove to be
pre-Roman in date, then it will be necessary to review the
attribution, sometimes advanced, that the rectangular form
of the enclosed Romano-British settlements in the area of the
Hadrianic frontier arises solely from Roman example or
precept.23 In this connection, it may well be significant that
of the forty-two sites listed below forty can be said to be
rectangular in form.
A number of the very low ridges of the south east clearly
have more than one site situated upon them in fairly close
proximity to one another, but at the moment, apart from one
or two possibilities, the photographs show no evidence of
superimposed settlement. Likewise, there is no certain iden
tification of associated cultivation plots or field systems. In
view of the large number of single ditched rectangular enclo
sures, it remains to add that none would fall within the cate
21 v. e.g. R.C.A.M . Peebleshire, vol. I, 36.
22 There are two rectangular multivallate forts in Northumberland, one of
them at Manside Cross, probably of pre-Roman date (A.A.4, XLIII (1965), 46)
and topography also probably accounts for the rectangular “ ridge-forts ” of
Roxburgh and Selkirkshire (R.C.A.M. Roxburgh, I, 18; Selkirk, 18).
23 A.A.% XXXVIII (1960), 25.

gory of possible burial sites, such as have been found for
example in Yorkshire to the south.24
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APPENDIX
LIST OF SITES

Unless otherwise noted, these sites all appear as crop marks on
photographs and there are few extant remains showing on the ground.
All locations have been visited by the second named writer. National
grid references are given for general use, followed by latitude and
longitude. Measurements quoted are only approximate in most
cases, having been obtained by the conversion of oblique photographs
to scaled plans corrected for distortion. Catalogue references of the
most useful photographs are given at the end of each entry.
A. Rectangular Enclosures consisting of a Single Ditch
1. Hartburn Village ; High Angerton; NZ: 086857; 55° 9' 55" N.,
1° 51'53" W.
Situated c. 300 yards to the east of the assumed line of the
Devil’s Causeway, at an altitude of c. 400 feet on a ridge above
the Hart Burn and a small feeder to the north. The site is cut
by the road from Hartburn to Angerton Hall and partly
obliterated by a plantation on the east side, but measures c.
150 feet north to south. (Newcastle 050756/3).
2. M olesden W est 1 ; Molesden; NZ: 138842; 55° 9' 6" N., 1°
47' 0" W.
Situated 1,000 yards to the west of Molesden on
a very slight ridge at an altitude of 300 feet. The Wansbeck
lies 300 yards to the north and at one time there has been
a small bum a short distance to the south. The length of the
2<t Stead, I. M., The La Tene Cultures of Eastern Yorkshire (1965), 18 ff.

sides is c . 150 feet, the corners slightly rounded and an entrance
lies midway along the east side. (Newcastle 040975/44).
3. M olesden W est 2; Rivergreen; NZ: 135839; 55° 8' 57" N., 1°
47' 18" W. Situated 400 yards to the south-west of Molcsden
West 1 at the same altitude. The ditch is visible on the ground
as a shallow depression some fifteen feet wide but will dis
appear with repeated ploughing. The site is not quite rect
angular, the south side being c. 170 feet long and the others
c. 200 feet. Corners are slightly rounded and there is an
entrance on the east side c. 12 feet wide. A hollowed area
shows internally on the north side of the entrance. (Newcastle
034485/52).
4. East C oldside ; Mitford; NZ: 163845; 55° 9' 17" N., 1° 44' 40"
W. Situated at an altitude of 250 feet immediately to the west
of East Coldside Farm. The site is rectilinear, shaped some
what like a truncated cone, and has fairly sharp corners. Two
fields on the farm of East Coldside used to be named “ Harestanes ” but these have not been located with certainty
(Hodgson, N orthumberland II, II, 83). (Cambridge BF/36).
5. High H ouse West 2; Mitford; NZ: 182851; 55° 9' 33" N., 1°
42' 58" W. Situated 350 yards to the west of High House at
an altitude of 220 feet. It is close by one of the original sources
of the Highhouse Burn, now dry, and half a mile south of the
River Wansbeck. The rectangular enclosure is approximately
200 feet by 225 feet, with slightly rounded corners, and there is
an entrance midway on the east side. (Newcastle 034485/68).
6. Loansdean H ill ; Tranwell; NZ: 193842; 55° 9' 0" N., 1° 42' 0"
W. Situated i mile S.W. of Loansdean Hill Farm at an alti
tude of 300 feet. An almost square enclosure with sides of
c. 150 feet and an entrance on the east. Part of what is possibly
a large circular house shows on one photograph. (Newcastle
044716/21).
7. Park House 1\ Morpeth Castle; NZ:212861; 55° 10' 5" N.,
1° 40' 4" W. Situated 350 yards to the west of High House at
an altitude of 120 feet. This site, together with Park House 2,
• 150 yards to the east, lies on a slight spur formed by a wide
loop in the Wansbeck. Neither site makes full use of the
natural scarps for defence. The sides are c. 175 feet in length
and an entrance lies midway along the east side. There are
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faint soil marks in ploughed land indicating the line of the east
side. (Newcastle 040975/21).
8. Park House 2; Morpeth Castle; N Z :214861; 55° 10' 5" N.,
1° 39' 54" W. Internal measurements are in the region of
190 feet by 170 feet and the corners appear to be fairly sharp.
An entrance appears to lie midway on the south side and its
position here may be dictated by the sharp scarp which falls
to the Wansbeck on the east. There has been a spring close
by to the south and the field is known as Well Field. The ditch
shows in the plough as a 17 feet wide band of dark soil with
some coal shale intermixed. There are traces of an internal
mound in the line of the field boundary on the north. Pre
sumably the ditch has been dug through a band of coal at no
great depth below the surface (coal was worked, here during
the'1926 strike from small adits in the scarp of the Wansbeck).
The farmer recalled taking out various stones like “ handmillstones” during ploughing. (Newcastle 0344855/80).
9. Tranwell Airfield; Shilvington; NZ: 166816; 55° T 40" N., 1°
44' 26" W. Only a small portion of a rectangular ditched en
closure shows, the remainder of the site underlying an old
runway. The one side showing measures c. 150 feet. (New
castle 044595/27).
10. Ogle W est 2; Ogle; NZ: 131787; 55° 6' 15" N., 1° 47' 50" W.
Situated c. 100 feet west of Ogle West 1 (No. 32) on the same
slight ridge. It is somewhat trapezoidal in shape with an
entrance in the shorter west side (i.e. facing away from the
rear of the first site) and the area enclosed is approximately
the same as that of the area within the inner ditch at Ogle
West 1. (Newcastle 044482/15).
11. Shilvington Bridge; Ogle; NZ: 150799; 55° 6' 47" N., 1° 45' 57"
W. Situated immediately to the north-east of Shilvington
Bridge at an altitude of 220 feet. It lies about 100 feet from
the edge of the steeply cut northern bank of the River Blyth,
but makes no use of this natural defence. The enclosure is
almost square with sides of c. 150 feet and a centrally placed
entrance on the east side. (Newcastle 026015/40).
12. M iddle D uddo South; Stannington; NZ: 186793; 55° 6' 26" N„
1° 42' 30" W. Situated at an altitude of c. 250 feet, \ mile
south of Middle Duddo, Rectangular enclosure of compar

able size with the others but the entrance is probably on the
west side. (Newcastle, colour transparency).
13. N ew sham Colliery 1 ; Blyth; N Z :304788; 55° 6' 38" N., 1° 31'
22" W. Situated immediately to the south of Railway Terrace
at an altitude of just over 50 feet, it lies on the flat coastal plain
about 1-J- miles from the coastal dunes. The enclosure is
rectangular with slightly rounded corners and sides some 200
feet long. An entrance lies midway in the east side. The
adjoining field to the west is named Camp Field on the O.S.
6" Sheet LXXVI SW (1924), but nothing shows in this field; it
could be that at some time the two fields have formed one.
(Newcastle 034485/81).
14. N ew sham Colliery 2 ; Blyth; NZ: 308789; 55° 6' 10" N., 1° 30'
48" W. Similar to Newsham Colliery 1 and situated about
500 yards to the east. (Newcastle 034485/86).
15. Southeast Farm West; Milbourne; NZ: 126737; 55° 3' 30" N.,
1 ° 48' 10" W. Situated on a low spur north of the Small Burn
and c. 100 yards to the west of the farm, at an altitude of c. 300
feet. The site is almost square with rounded corners and an
east facing entrance, the sides being c. 150 feet in length,
(Newcastle 044693/11).
16. Southeast Farm East; Coldcoats; NZ: 134738; 55° 3' 33" N.,
1° AT 20" W. Situated at an altitude of c. 300 feet immedi
ately to the west of Bates Plantation and almost \ mile due
east of Southeast Farm. The sides are probably up to 200
feet in length and there is a single, east facing entrance.
(Newcastle, colour transparency).
17. Cramlington N ew Town 2; Cramlington; N Z :257762; 55° 4'
46" N., 1° 35' 46" W. Situated i mile south west of Cram
lington New Town 1 (No. 35), immediately to the west of the
Newcastle-Edinburgh railway line. It is at an altitude of 220
feet and is almost square in shape with sides of c. 180 feet.
The entrance is centrally placed on the east. Faint traces of
the east side were visible in melted snow. (B.K.S. photograph
at high level, belonging to Northumberland County Council).
18. A n nitsfordN orth ; Seghill; NZ: 274748; 55° 4' 3" N., 1° 34' 15"
W. Situated at an altitude of c. 170 feet c. i mile west of the
site at West Farm, Seghill (No. 40), and a short distance to
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the north of the Seaton Burn. The sides are c. 150 feet in
length, the corners of the ditches being slightly rounded.
There is a single east facing entrance. (Newcastle 044693 /19).
19. Hazlerigg South 2; East Brunton; NZ:233716; 55° 2' 12" N.,
10 38' 6" W. Situated on the east side of Dark Plantation, 300
yards south of Hazlerigg South 1 (No. 37), at an altitude of
c. 220 feet. It is trapezoidal in shape with an east facing
entrance, three sides being c. 200 feet in length but the west
side shorter. (Newcastle 044413/12).
20. Burradon 2; Longbenton; N Z :269725; 55° 2' 47" N., 1° 34'
40" W. Situated at an altitude of 220 feet in the field immedi
ately to the west of Front Street, Burradon. It is rectangular
in shape with slightly rounded corners and sides some 200 feet
long.
An entrance lies on the east side.
(Newcastle
034485/90).
21. Burradon 3; Longbenton; N Z :270723; 55° 2' 39" N., 1° 34'
39" W. Situated some 200 yards to the south of Burradon 2.
Only part of the north and west sides are showing, the re
mainder having been built over. (Newcastle 034485/91).
22. H artley West Farm 2; Seaton Delaval; NZ: 328753; 55° 4' 15"
N., 1° 29' 10" W. Situated at an altitude of 100 feet on a
slight rise about 600 yards to the north of the Seaton Burn. It
is. a rectilinear enclosure with fairly sharp corners and sides
200 by 150 feet. The position of the entrance is uncertain.
(Newcastle 029455 /17).
23. Thornbrough Scar; Corbridge; N Z :011633; 50° 57' 48" N.,
1 ° 59' 3" W. A sub-rectangular enclosure set back some 100
yards from the edge of the scar which rises above the left bank
of the Tyne, at a height of c. 200 feet. The descent to the river
is easier to the north and south of the scar, possibly the cross
ings of “ Heleforde ” and “ Willyware forde ” in the sixteenth
century (H istory of N orthum berland , X, 122). (Newcastle
050605/20).
24. N orth Dunslawholm; Horsley; N Z :089676; 55° 0' 11" N.,
1° 51' 40" W. Situated at an altitude of 350 feet overlooking
the valley of the Whittle Burn and 300 yards to the south of
the Vallum. The site comprises two partly overlapping rect
angular enclosures, the northern seemingly the earlier of the

two. The northern is also the larger with sides in the region
of 250 feet long. The position of the entrances may be in the
-' east. Faint but intermittent traces are visible in the field.
(Cambridge BC/78).
25. H orsley W ood ; Ovingham; N Z :095647; 54° 53' 40" N., 1° 51'
5" W. Situated at an altitude of 150 feet on the west edge of
Horsley Wood, between the sources of two burns and over
looking the Tyne Valley to the south. The northern side is
slightly bowed, but the others are straight and in the region
of 220 to 250 feet long. An entrance has probably been on
the east side which now coincides with the edge of the wood.
A “ Low Chester ” is mentioned in the 1790 Enclosure Award,
Horsley Wood (N.C.H., XII, 193). (Cambridge GU/0023).
26. High Close House West; Wylam; NZ: 118658; 49° 59' 13" N.,
1 ° 48' 55" W. Situated c. 200 yards west of High Close House
at an altitude of c. 200 feet on a gentle south facing slope to
wards the Tyne, fth mile distant. It is strictly rectangular
with rounded comers and an east facing entrance. The sides
measure between 150 and 200 feet. The curvilinear site at
Houghton (A .A .4, XLII (1965), 64) is just over \ mile to the
north-east, and the Hadrianic frontier c. 1 mile to the north.
(Newcastle 044694/6).

B. Rectangular Enclosures with Two Ditches
27. Hartburn W est 1 (“ F o rtlet”); High Angerton; N Z :081867;
55° 10' 26" N., 1° 52' 19" W. Situated 500 yards to the west
of the presumed crossing of the Devil’s Causeway over the Hart
Burn. It lies at an altitude of 430 feet and the land slopes
down to the burn on the east and north. Both ditches, fairly
widely spaced, are visible in places on the ground as shallow
depressions up to 30 feet across. The area within the inner
ditch is c. 150 feet square and an entrance lies on the south
.side. The site was first recorded by Dr. St. Joseph (J.R.S.,
XLI (1951), 56) and is shown on the O.S. M ap of Rom an
Britain as a fortlet. (Cambridge F/5; Newcastle 040975/12).
28. M itford Steads (“ F o rtle t”); Mitford; NZ: 173839; 55° 9' 24"
N., 1° 43' 52" W. Situated 200 yards south west of Mitford
Steads Farm. It lies on a low ridge, at an altitude of 230 feet,
to the west of a small burn which flows through a dean into the
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River Wansbeck, half a mile to the north. In size and form it
is similar to the site at Hartburn but is not so well placed to
control a crossing of the river. The entrance could lie in the
west side. (Cambridge BF/37; Newcastle 034485/63).
29. M itford Steads South ; Mitford; NZ: 173839; 55° 8' 58" N.
1 ° 43' 42" W. This site lies on a ridge, slightly to the east of
the highest point, at an altitude of 340 feet. The ridge over
looks the site at Mitford Steads which is half a mile distant to
the north. It comprises two rectangular enclosures concen
trically placed. The outer enclosure has slightly bowed sides
and fairly sharp corners and measures some 300 by 350 feet.
The inner enclosure is in the region of 150 feet square and has
an entrance midway on the east side. There are faint traces
of what may be a circular, timber-built structure within the
inner enclosure and further divisions in the wide interval be
tween the two enclosures on the south-west. Nothing is visible
on the ground but there is a hollow area in the field on the
north side of the central enclosure. (Newcastle 034485/54).
30. Highouse D ean ; Mitford; N Z : 182855; 55° 9' 50" N., 1 ° 42' 57"
W. Situated on a scarp to the south of and immediately above
the River Wansbeck, c. 200 yards north of High House West
1 (No. 42). The inner enclosure is rectangular in shape with
rounded corners, but some distance beyond to the south are
traces of a curvilinear ditch, cutting off the end of the promon
tory, so giving the impression of an adaptation of the form
shown e.g. at Mitford Steads to a different topographical situa
tion. There could be other explanations, however, and more
than one phase or period may be represented. (Newcastle
044595/29).
31. East Beechfieid ; Bitchfield; NZ: 104776; 55° 5' 34" N., 1° 50'
17" W. Situated on a very slight ridge at an altitude of c. 400
feet, 400 yards east of East Beechfieid Farm. Only part of
this rectangular site is showing. It consists of two fairly close
set ditches with slightly rounded corners. There is a possible
entrance part way down the east side, but no gaps show in the
north or west sides. The overall east to west measurement
must be in the region of 250 feet. Roman remains are marked
as having been found in the field immediately to the east of
that in which the site is located (O.s; 6" (1924), LXXVI S.W.),
at a distance of c. 300 yards, but the finds are not listed and
cannot now be traced. Mr. A. M. Bankier has drawn my

attention to the place name Greenchester M arsh , which may
he a short distance to the S.E. of the site (P.S.A.N.2, VII, 16).
(Newcastle 050342/2).
32. Ogle W est 1; Ogle; NZ: 132787; 55° 6' 15" N., 1° 47' 45" W.
Situated on a slight ridge 100 feet east of Ogle West 2 (No. 10)
at an altitude of c. 300 feet. The inner enclosure is rectangular
with slightly rounded corners and has an east facing entrance,
the sides measuring c. 110 feet. The outer enclosure is more
curvilinear and measures c. 300 feet overall, thus leaving a
fairly wide space between the two ditches especially on the
south side. (Newcastle 044595/19).
33. Burradon 1; Longbenton; NZ:269729; 55° 3' 1" N., 1° 34' 42"
W. Situated 170 yards to the west of Annitsford Terrace,
Burradon, at an altitude of 220 feet on a slight ridge overlook
ing the valley of the Seaton Burn. The site consists of two
concentrically placed rectangular enclosures similar to Mitford
Steads South. The outer enclosure is roughly square in shape
with slightly bowed sides measuring some 300 feet in length.
The inner enclosure is some 125 feet square and contains the
site o f a timber-built, round house perhaps 40 feet in diameter.
There are aligned entrances through both enclosures on the
east side. (Newcastle 023203/3 and 029455/10).
34. Seghill South West; Longbenton; N Z :281734; 55° 3' 14" N.,
1° 33' 40" W. Situated 550 yards to the north-east of Burra
don House at an altitude of 150 feet. This rectangular site,
consisting of two ditches with slightly rounded corners, mea
sures some 250 feet overall and has an entrance midway on
the east side. The line of the outer ditch on the north side is
somewhat obscured by a syke which flows into the Seaton
Burn. (Newcastle 029455/13).
35. Cramlington N ew Town 1; Cramlington; N Z :261765; 55° 4'
55" N., 1° 35' 29" W. Situated 650 yards to the south-west
of Cramlington Hall on a very slight ridge at an altitude of
250 feet. Both ditches have slightly rounded corners and an
entrance shows midway on the east side. Overall the site
measures some 250 feet.
Unfortunately, this site was already covered by an exten
sion to Cramlington New Town before it was noted on a B.K.S.
high altitude photograph, and only the extreme south-west
corner remained free from buildings. With the co-operation
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of the contractors, J. T. Bell Ltd. and the Ministry of Public
Buildings and Works, the second named writer in the two
days available for excavation was able to pick up the turn of
the ditches by use of a mechanical scraper (fig. 1). These were
dug into heavy, yellow boulder clay and rain prevented ditch
sections being cut in the absence of pumping equipment.
Some sherds of thirteenth/fourteenth century pottery were
found in the top fill of the inner ditch. A short cutting to the
inside of the inner ditch failed to reveal any traces of a rampart,
post holes, or construction trenches. Future investigation of
this site will not be impossible, but can only be made in the
.gardens of overlying houses. (B.K.S. photograph, in the pos
session of Northumberland County Council.)

36. Plessey N orth M oor, Stannington; N Z :238767; 55° 5' 5" N.,
1° 37' 38" W. Situated 250 yards to the south-west of the
road junction at Plessey North Moor, at an altitude of 270
feet. Part of a double ditched rectilinear enclosure with

rounded corners is showing on the air photograph but the
situation on the ground is obscured by what appears to be
mining subsidence. (B.K.S. high level photograph, in the pos
session of N.C.C.)
37. H azlerigg South 7; East Brunton; N Z :234717; 55° 2' 12" N.,
1 ° 37' 57" W. Situated at an altitude of 220 feet in the field
immediately to the south of the modern housing estate at
Hazlerigg and some 300 yards north of Hazlerigg South 2
(No. 19). The site is rectangular in shape with rounded corners
and consists of two close set ditches with a possible entrance
midway on the east side. Measurements are difficult to estab
lish with any certainty but the overall distance east to west is
probably between 200-250 feet. Other markings appear on
the photograph, but this has been, and still is, an area of mining
activity, which often produces patterns of bell-pits, way leads,
and subsidence. (Newcastle 044482/12).
38. H artley W est Farm 1; Seaton Delaval; N Z :335754; 55° 4' 18"
N., 1 ° 28' 33" W. Crop marks appear to show two rectangular
enclosures one within the other but these will require further
investigation from the air. (Newcastle 022478 /19).
39. Hartburn W est 2; High Angerton; N Z :080865; 55° 10' 15"
N., 1° 52' 19" W. This site lies on Halls Hill just over 300
yards to the south of Hartburn West 1 (No. 27) which it over
looks from a slightly higher altitude. Faint traces of the outer
of two ditches, up to 25 feet wide, are still visible on the north
side but will soon be obliterated by constant ploughing. The
form of the site as marked by the outer ditch would seem to
be D shaped, measuring c. 270 feet across. The shape of the
inner enclosure is difficult to judge from the evidence available
at present but a rectilinear form is probable, though the ditches
would appear to be more close set than in the case of Hartburn
West 1. (Newcastle 045153/26).

C. Palisaded Enclosure
40. W est F arm ; Seghill; N Z :281751; 55° 4' 8" N., 1° 28' 33" W.
Situated 150 yards to the north-west of West Farm at an
altitude of 150 feet, overlooking the valley of the Seaton Burn.
The site is apparently a rectangular palisaded enclosure with
slightly rounded corners. It measures approximately 200 by
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150 feet and there is a clearly marked entrance in the centre
of the shorter, east side. There are no internal features visible.
(Newcastle 022478/46).
D. Curvilinear Enclosures
41. W hittle H ill ; Throphill; NZ: 120858; 55° 9' 58" N., 1° 48' 40"
W. The site has already been listed as a possible multi vallate
Iron Age work ( A .A .\ XLIII (1965), 21 ff.), and was previously
noted by Hodgson as a site which had produced “ querns ”
6Northumberland , II, ii, 83). The slight eminence above Meldon Park Corner lends itself to a curvilinear, contour work
and a photograph taken by Dr. St. Joseph showed the hill-top
to be girt by two ditches, though nothing is visible on the
ground (Cambridge T/57/58). Later photographs confirm
this and show additional complications, possibly indicative of
an overlying settlement of the Roman period.
(Newcastle
05133/24).
42. High House West 1\ Mitford; N Z: 182854; 55° 9' 44" N., 1°
42' 57" W. Situated 450 yards west-south-west of High House
at an altitude of 200 feet. This single ditched, oval enclosure,
some 200 feet in maximum diameter makes no defensive use
of the abrupt scarp of Highhouse Dene. There are faint soil
marks indicating the line of the ditch when the field is in
plough. (Newcastle 034485/41).

